Three Stripes and it Croaks
by BERNARD HARRIGAN
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their yolk sac is
From the Mekong Basin region in
depleted, they are hungry, and looking for food.
Southeast Asia, they can be found swimming in
At this point, the parents can be removed, since
marshes, swamps, and rice fields. Its maximum
they have stopped looking after their young and
size is around 2.S inches. T schalleri has a subtle
their presence will only tax the quality ofthe water.
beauty with a basic tan body and darker stripes
The mouths ofthe babies are so small that
only the tiniest of foods (green water, infusoria,
going horizontally from the eye to the caudal
plankton, etc.) can be eaten. Make sure cultures
peduncle. The dorsal, caudal, and anal fins are
trimmed in red with numerous shimmering baby
are already established at this point. If not,
blue spots. As compared with the female, the fins
hopefully the aquarium has enough plants to
of the male are generally longer with flowing
provide the amount of microfauna needed. The
extensions. Only in a well planted tank will they
addition of Java Moss taken from another tank
feel comfortable enough to fully color up and show
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days after they are free-swimming, the fry are
They can be kept in a small tank, Sv, or
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10 gallon, with a pH of 6.7, soft to medium
hardness (hard water is a no-no), and a temperature
Although T schalleri is not a fish for a
beginner, there's no reason why anyone in the club
range of 72° to 82°F. Although more sensitive
than its two cousins, T schalleri is not a difficult
who practices good aquarium husbandry couldn't
fish to keep, but it's a fish that will not tolerate
keep and hopefully spawn this elusive Asian
gem.
neglect.
Breeding is generally triggered by feeding
generously with live food, especially mosquito
larvae. Lower the water level to about six inches,
soften the water, and raise the temperature to 86°F.
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